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Introduction and Aim
An important aim for future research within historical linguistics and phi
lol ogy is to increase the empirical base on which the research is carried 
out. Even though a large number of texts in Old Icelandic and Old Swed ish 
is available in printed editions, individual text witnesses may still contain 
lin guis tic data that is not accounted for in the edition. Linguistic variants, 
especially those based in morphology, are often regarded as insignificant 
from the perspective of textual criticism (see e.g. Haugen 2013: 103 on 
sub stantial and accidental variation respectively), and they are therefore 
often not included in critical editions. A memorable call for publication of 
mor phol ogical variants was raised by Kjartan Ottosson (2001), under the 
title ‘Kven sitt språk ser vi i avskrifter? – eller Éloge de la variante gram
ma ticale’. In many editions of East Norse texts, such variants are actually 
in cluded (see e.g. the editions of the Revelations of St Birgitta; Anders
son 2014), but in order for this variation to be accounted for, data must be 
collected from the variant apparatus. If the research material is collected 
from the the main text only, such variants are lost.

A lot of linguistic information is thus still unrecorded and hidden in 
the handwritten records of the Middle Ages as well as of later periods. 
The present investigation is the result of linguistic data being discovered 
that had not been considered in previous research. The change menninir > 
mennirnir (nom. pl. of maðr) in Icelandic will be interpreted in the light 
of these data. In the manuscript AM 557 4to (15th century; see further 
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below), there are occurrences of the form mennurnir, which are not 
accounted for in the descriptions of the change menninir > mennirnir in 
the common handbooks (Noreen 1923 etc.). 

Previous Views on  
the Change menninir > mennirnir

In Icelandic during the Middle Ages, the older form of the nom. pl. definite 
form of maðr, menninir, is replaced by the form mennirnir, which is the 
form used also in modern Icelandic. In the oldest period, menninir also 
had a parallel form, namely menner (although rarely), and the latter form 
is assumed to be a result of the development of *mennner (Noreen 1923: 
284). Staffan Fridell (2007: 150) interprets the form menner/mennir as 
originating from menninir through haplologic syncope. Haplologic 
syncope is the loss of a vowel between two identical consonants; a few 
examples are Træland < *þrælaland, Ones < *Onanes and Helland < 
*Helli land (Hesselman 1948: 68). Björn K. Þórólfsson (1925: 86) dates 
the change menninir > mennirnir to the 15th century, without specifying the 
time further. In Oddur Gottskálksson’s translation of the New Testament 
(1540), only the younger form occurs (Jón Helgason 1929: 60). For Nor
wegian, Didrik Arup Seip (1931: 193) places the same change in the 13th 
century, i.e. earlier than in Icelandic. 

Adolf Noreen (1923: 284) claims that the change from the older form 
to the younger one was due to the fact that the older definite form was 
per ceived as indefinite (in accordance with istems in the pl.), and was 
provided with a new definite article. This explanation makes sense if 
the point of departure was menner/mennir. On the surface, this form 
resembles an i-stem in the pl., and addition of the definite article -nir 
would result in mennirnir. On the other hand, it is more difficult to accept 
this explanation if the form menninir is the point of departure. It should 
be stressed that menninir is the form that dominated during the 13th and 
the 14th centuries, and the explanation given by Noreen can therefore not 
be said to be very convincing. 
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The Examples in ONP
What can be said about the change menninir > mennirnir on the basis of 
the data available in the excerpts quoted in ONP? In this collection, there 
are approximately 25 examples of maðr in the nom. pl. definite form. The 
instances from the 13th century (ca 12 examples) are with one exception 
rendered menninir. The exception is one instance of the form mennirnir, 
found in NKS 235 g 4to (ca 1260–70;1 the final -r is left unrepresented). 
It is believed that this manuscript has Norwegian provenance (ONP, reg., 
p. 480). Among the instances from the 14th century, it is also mainly the 
form menninir that is to be found, even though there are exceptions. This 
is the case both for the beginning of the century (e.g. GKS 2367 4to; 
ca 1300–50) and the later part of it (e.g. AM 122 a fol; ca 1350–70). In 
manuscripts from the 16th century, the younger form mennirnir is to be 
found (e.g. AM 510 4to; ca 1550). There are two examples of mennirnir 
in AM 230 fol. (ca 1350–1400), in Barlaams ok Josaphats saga. This 
text has its origin in a Norwegian version of the saga,2 but the manuscript 
itself has Ice landic provenance. It has been assumed that the exemplar 
to Barlaams ok Josaphats saga in AM 230 fol. was Norwegian (Rindal 
2009: 33–34). Thus, the instances of mennirnir in manuscripts older 
than the 15th century can be expected to be due to Norwegian influence, 
either directly, because the manuscript is Norwegian (NKS 235 g 4to), or 
through influence from the exemplar (AM 230 fol.). As can be seen, the 
examples from the period 1400–50 are very few, and over all they provide 
very sparse evidence for conclusions regarding the change menninir > 
mennirnir. However, among the excerpts in ONP, the three examples 
representing the form mennurnir are to be found as described in the 
following section.3

The Form mennurnir

The three examples representing the form mennurnir are all to be found in 
the manuscript AM 557 4to, sometimes called Skálholtsbók. It is perhaps 

1 The datings of manuscripts are taken from ONP, reg., unless otherwise is stated. 
2 Of the West Norse manuscripts containing this saga, only the version in Reykjahólabók 
(Loth 1969: 97–131) has another origin (Haugen & Johansson 2009: 28; Rindal 2009: 32).
3 These forms were briefly discussed by Mårtensson (2007).
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best known for being one of the main manuscripts of Gunnlaugs saga 
orms tungu and Eiríks saga rauða. This manuscript has been used as the 
main text in several editions, e.g. by Sven B. F. Jansson (1944; Eiríks saga 
rauða), Louisa Fredrika TanHaverhorst (1939; Dámusta saga), Annette 
Hasle (1967; Hrafns saga Sveinbjarnarsonar), Ólafur Halldórsson (2000; 
Rǫgn valds þáttr ok Rauðs) Lasse Mårtensson (2013; Karls þáttr vesæla) 
and Veturliði Óskarsson (2019; Hróa þáttr heimska). Finnur Jóns son 
(1916; Gunnlaugs saga ormstungu) does not use this manuscript as the 
main text, but he discusses it in the introduction. The manuscript also 
exists in a facsimile edition (Strömbäck 1940). Mårtensson (2011) dates 
it to 1404–20, and it has probably been produced by two hands.

Two of the examples representing mennurnir are in Karls þáttr vesæla, 
and the remaining one is in Sveinka þáttr Steinarssonar, the tale that con-
cludes the manuscript in its present state. This version of Karls þáttr has 
previously been edited by Birgerus Thorlacius (1815) and Mårtensson 
(2013); this version of Sveinka þáttr is still unedited. The examples are 
the following:

1. “mennvrner” (46v:24; Karls þáttr)
2. “mennvrnir” (47r:2; Karls þáttr)
3. “mennvrnir” (48v:18; Sveinka þáttr)

The fact that there are three examples, all of which render the same word 
form, makes it unlikely that they are to be interpreted as scribal errors or 
misinterpretations of the exemplar by the scribe. It should also be noted 
that examples rendering the forms menninir or mennirnir are lacking in 
AM 557 4to; the nom. pl. definite form of maðr only occurs in these three 
instances. 

In order to determine how to interpret these examples we must investi
gate how the scribe rendered unstressed ur and r. The scribe of the current 
pages in AM 557 4to definitely used the epenthetic vowel [u] in his 
pronun ciation. On the pages containing Karls þáttr vesæla and Sveinka 
þáttr Steinars sonar, however, this vowel is never represented (e.g. “madr” 
47r:27), and the tendency is the same in the rest of the manuscript (even 
though there are a few deviating examples, see below). On the other hand, 
there are many instances of so called reversed spelling, where the original 
ending ur is rendered with “r” (e.g. “dottr” dóttur 45v:2; “favdr” fǫður 
46v:9; “fodr” fǫður 46v:16). The reversed spellings are not used in all 
cases where ur occurs. The pronoun nǫkkurr/nokkurr gives an indication 
of what orthographic principle the scribe has followed. In twosyllable 
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forms, e.g. masc. sing. (examples 1, 3 and 4) and neut. pl. (example 2), 
only reversed spellings are used: 

1. “sidr nỏckr” (4r:12) 
2. “nockr rad” (45v:20)
3. “nockr madr” (46r:23)
4. “batr nockr” (48r:1)

Of the threesyllable forms, the following examples are to be found on the 
pages produced by the same scribe as the one who produced the examples 
above:

1. “nockvrv” (47v:9)
2. “nockvrir” (47v:10)

Here, as can be seen, ur has been represented.4 To these cases, one example 
of a represented epenthetic vowel can be added (not in Karls þáttr or 
Sveinka þáttr, but by the same scribe that has produced these texts):

“brvdvrin” (9v:4; Gunnlaugs saga)

These examples show us the orthographic tendency that the scribe seems 
to have followed. No distinction is made between the original endings 
ur and r; in some cases, both original [u] and the epenthetic vowel [u] 
are left without representation (“fodr” and “madr” respectively). On the 
other hand, in some cases both the epenthetic vowel and original [u] are 
represented (“brvdvrin” and “nockvrir” respectively). The scribe appears 
to have left the pronounced [u] without representation in the final syllable 
of a word. On the other hand, if an article follows ur or r, [u] is in most 
cases represented.5

If this rule is applied to the spellings “mennvrner/ mennvrnir/ 
mennvrnir”, it becomes clear that “vr” in this position, i.e. unstressed 
position but not in the final syllable, is used for the phonological sequence 
[ur] (originating in either -ur or r). The interpretation of these examples 

4 The forms of this pronoun, the ending of which began on a vowel (e.g. the ones above), 
were later contracted into two-syllable forms as the [u] was dropped. However, such forms 
did not become common until the later part of the 15th century (Hreinn Benediktsson 1961–
62: 35–36 and Stefán Karlsson 1989: 24; cf. Björn K. Þórólfsson 1925: 49, who puts the 
date approximately 100 years earlier through a wrong dating of AM 180 b fol.; see Hreinn 
Benediktsson 1961–62: 35).
5 It should be stressed that there are exceptions to this rule in AM 557 4to, also by the hand 
that produced Karls þáttr and Sveinka þáttr. One example is “kỏnrnar” (konurnar, 10v:17; 
Gunnlaugs saga).
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must be that the scribe has perceived this word form as mennurnir. It 
is less likely that the examples are the result of wrongly expanded 
abbreviations. If spellings representing the word form mennirnir had 
been in the exemplar, with the sequence [ir] in the corresponding position 
abbreviated, one would have expected the so called erabbreviation or 
superlinear “i”. None of these abbreviations are so similar to the ur
abbreviation that a scribe should mix them up, and especially not three 
times in different passages. Furthermore, the lemma maðr is frequent in 
the everyday language. Statistics for the spoken language of the Middle 
Ages can of course not be produced, but we can at least conclude that it was 
very frequent in the written language, with no less than 1288 occurrences 
in the collection of examples in ONP. The three examples of this spelling 
are also to be found in uncomplicated contexts, and the scribe cannot have 
been in any doubt as to what word form that was intended. It is therefore 
likely that the three examples in AM 557 4to represent genuine forms of 
the word in question, and that the scribe of this manuscript perceived the 
nom. pl. definite form of maðr as mennurnir. 

As there are no other examples of this form among the excerpts of ONP, 
and as it has left no trace in modern Icelandic, it is impossible to make any 
assumption regarding how widely used it was. It is of course possible that 
it was confined to one individual, i.e. the scribe of the current pages in AM 
557 4to, but is more likely that it was more widely spread. As seen from 
the excerpts of ONP, the examples of the nom. pl. definite form of maðr 
are very few indeed. What variants existed and where and when they were 
used cannot be deduced on the basis of the data available in ONP.

Mennirnir and mennurnir as Morphological 
Reinterpretations of menninir

Having not only mennirnir but also mennurnir to account for, another 
explanation than that given by Noreen (see above) ought to be sought. For 
instance, we may ask how the forms mennirnir and mennurnir are related 
to each other? Is mennurnir an until now nonregistered step between 
menninir and mennirnir? Or is it a parallel form to mennirnir (also non
registered), which disappeared as mennirnir grew more common? The first 
explanation, i.e. that it is a middle step between menninir and mennirnir, 
appears less likely. According to such an explanation, mennirnir would 
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have originated from mennurnir, i.e. menninir > mennurnir > mennirnir. 
Such a development is difficult to explain, at least from a phonological 
perspective, as there is no reason for the change [u] > [i] in this position. 
Instead it is more likely that the two forms were parallel, existing for a 
period at the same time. In the end, mennirnir became dominant, whereas 
mennurnir disappeared, and as far as we know leaving no other trace than 
the three examples above. 

The solution proposed here is that both mennurnir and mennirnir 
are analogical forms, representing two different morphological reinter
pretations of the form menninir. The origin of this reinterpretation is that 
a form menninir in the nom. pl. of a masculine word with a definite article 
is extremely rare. The word maðr belongs to the masculine onesyllabic 
stems, and the only word that is declined in the same way is nagl (Noreen 
1923: 283–284). A masc. nom. pl. form without any plural ending is thus 
very uncommon, and a definite form with only -nir (menninir) has very 
few parallells.

Arguably, an explanation for the form mennirnir is that it constitutes 
the result of an analogical change from the extremely uncommon form 
menninir to the form of the i and the u-stems nom. pl. in the definite 
form (cf. gestirnir and staðirnir; birnirnir and kettirnir). These classes of 
nouns are frequent, especially the istems, offering very frequent models. 
According to this line of argument, the form mennurnir also comprises an 
analogic form, modelled not on the istems but on the nom. pl. of mascu
line words with original r in the plural, especially onesyllabic consonant 
stems of the type fótr/fœtr, fingr/fingr, vetr/vetr (the type to which maðr in 
fact belongs). With an epenthetic vowel and the definite article, the result 
is urnir in the nom. pl. definite form of these words. Probably the form in 
AM 557 4to is analogical according to this pattern, and this form probably 
existed parallel to mennirnir for a period of time (though it is unclear 
how common it was) but then disappeared. If the explanation given 
above is correct, it is not surprising that mennirnir became dominant over 
mennurnir, as the istems provided a much more frequently occurring 
pattern than the onesyllabic consonant stems. The istems constitute one 
of the really large noun classes, whereas the onesyllabic consonant stems 
are much less numerous. For the masculine onesyllabic consonant stems, 
Wessén (1958: 69–70) registers only five such nouns, fótr, fingr, vetr, nagl 
and maðr (and in addition a few names of peoples), whereas the feminine 
ones are rather more numerous. See also Haugen (2006: 119–120). 

One might ask, though, why the same change did not take place with 
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the indefinite form, i.e. menn > *mennir? As pointed out above, the 
lemma maðr was very frequent and as a result, fairly resistant to change. 
The difference between the definite and the indefinite form is that former 
has an element, the article inir, that triggers the change. The word form 
menn with this article, rendering a word form menninir, comes very close 
to the pattern of gestirnir etc., and the addition of an rcomponent is a the 
minimal change resulting in a more frequent form. 

One final remark regarding mennurnir should be made. The form 
mennr/meðr in the nom. pl. existed at an early stage (Noreen 1923: 284), 
and with an epenthetic vowel the result would be mennurnir. How ever, 
with respect to the chronological distribution of the preserved examples 
of this form, it is not likely that it is here that the origin of the form in AM 
557 4to is to be found, as it appears to be absent during the 13th and the 
14th centuries, and then occurs in a few instances in the beginning of the 
15th century. Instead, as stated above, it is more probable that it has arisen 
at a later stage, unrelated to the older form. 

To shed additional light on the change under discussion, the Old Swed
ish counterpart will be presented. The Old Swedish form in the nom. sing. 
is often rendered maþer, the þ representing a voiced fricative and the e 
the epenthetic vowel. Of course, as in Old Icelandic, it belongs to the 
one-syllabic declension, and the plural form without the definite article 
is mænn. With the definite article, the normalized form usually given is 
mænninir (see maþer in Schlyter and Söderwall). The form of the definite 
article in the masc. pl. nom. is given in Noreen (1904: 405) given as 
(e)ne(r) and in Wessén (1968: 119) ni(r). 

As in Old Icelandic, there are very few words that are declined in 
the same way as maþer; Wessén (1968: 99) mentions only spander that 
constitutes a real correspondent, with the plural form spænn (spän in 
Wessén), and Noreen (1904: 327) adds that finger occasionally follows 
this pattern, and perhaps also ēster ‘estonian’. From the perspective of 
the form in the nom. pl., however, finger differs from maþer and spander 
in that it has er in the plural (finger), thus resembling the more frequent 
nom. pl. forms of the masculine words. This makes the plural pattern of 
maþer very uncommon, having only one parallel. In Swedish, the modern 
form in the pl. in the definite form is männen. The form of the article 
attached to männ, en, is the common form of the neutral words.

The development mænnini(r) > mænnin is explained in Wessén (1968: 
81) in terms of the unstressed position of the article. He states that a 
vowel in an ending in absolute unstressed position (“absolut trycksvag 
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stavelse”) is dropped, and this takes place around 1500. The words that 
fullfil the criteria for this development are three-syllable word forms with 
acute accent, and the examples given by Wessén (loc.cit.) are: fötrine > 
fötren, fädhrine > fädhren, nätrina > nättren and männine > männen. 
Of these, only männen has survived in the language until today, at least 
as an unmarked form. Noreen (1904: 146) mentions the same change 
(“apokope im absoluten auslaut”) and gives the example bøndren, but he 
claims that it has taken place only in certain dialects.

It is of course possible that these forms should be explained pho nol
ogically as loss of the final vowel due to the unstressed position. Another 
explanation, however, is that they actually represent analogical forms. The 
definite article -in/en is the one used in the neut. pl., e.g. barnin/barnen, 
and as such it is of course very common. The plural form mænn shares 
the feature of the plural forms of the neuter nouns in that it has no ending, 
and an analogic transfer of the article would therefore not be surprising.

A check in the texts in the Fornsvenska textbanken only yields three
syllable forms of the investigated word form, mainly mænnene etc. but 
also a number of occurrences of mænnena (in the nom.). No examples 
of the twosyllable form, mænnen etc., are found, even though there are 
manu scripts from the 16th century among those used for editions there. 
One can mention Cod. Ups. C 61 and Cod. Holm. A 1, and also in these, 
only threesyllable forms are to be found. To judge from this evidence, it 
appears that the change mænnene > mænnen in Swedish is younger than 
the change menninir > mennirnir in Icelandic.

In this perspective, it is possible to assume that both Swedish männen 
and Icelandic mennirnir represent analogic forms, where the very un
common form menninir/mænnini(r) have changed to more common 
patterns. The different prerequisites in the two languages have led to the 
form menninir/mænnini(r) joining different classes. In Old Swedish, there 
was a common loss of [r] in the plural endings -ar, ir etc., especially when 
the definite article was attached (hæstane etc.). This means that a structure 
irnir was not, as in Icelandic, very common, especially compared to the 
very common in/en on all the neuter nouns in the pl. definite form.

Hreinn Benediktsson (1959: 69–70) draws a line between phonemic 
and morphemic analogic changes, and he prefers to call the latter type 
analogic transformations (áhrifsummyndanir). The process in this type 
of change is that a certain morpheme is exchanged for another one, 
usually a frequent morpheme taking the place of a more infrequent one. 
An example given by Hreinn Benediktsson (loc. cit.) is when the endings 
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of adjectives in masc. sing. acc. on the ja and the wastems (jan and 
van respectively) are exchanged for the corresponding ending of the very 
frequent astems (an). This results in the changes sekjan > sekan and 
glöggvan > glöggan, which are the results of exchange of morphemes, not 
pho nol ogical processes. This describes well the process that has created 
the form mennirnir, as the change cannot be accounted for in phonological 
terms. Instead, the form has originated through the form menninir being 
trans formed in accordance with a highfrequency morphological structure. 
Hreinn Benediktsson does not mention this change in his overview over a 
number of analogical changes in Icelandic, but it must be stressed that it is 
confined to one specific word. It is not a part of a pattern visible in a great 
number of words, nor could it be expected to be, as the point of departure, 
menninir, represent a very uncommon structure.

For later Icelandic, a socalled npronunciation in Icelandic has been 
identified, which could be of relevance for the change dealt with here if it 
existed before the emergence of the form mennirnir. The npronun ciation 
consists of a loss of the first rcomponent in the endings arnir, irnir and 
urnir (Björn Guðfinnsson 1964: 75–76; Kristján Árnason 2005: 409; the 
same feature is also present in modern spoken Faroese, see Höskuldur 
Thráinsson et al. 2012: 55). This change leads to irnir being pronounced 
[inir], i.e. the same as the ending -inir in menninir. If this pronun ciation was 
of medieval origin, the merger of inir and irnir could have been the result 
of a change in the direction irnir > inir, and then, when the pronunciation 
including the [r], i.e. [irnir], gained ground, it also brought with it menninir 
> mennirnir. However, the time of origin of this pronunciation is not clear, 
and it seems that it is not to be found in medieval sources. It has primarily 
been observed in investigations of spoken language (e.g. by Björn 
Guðfinnsson 1964), and it has rarely left traces in the written language 
even though there are occurrences from the 18th century (Jón Helgason 
1972: 359). Still, the weak evidence for it during the Middle Ages makes 
this explanation less likely to the origin of mennirnir.

Conclusion

The definite form of maðr in the nom. pl., mennirnir, is the result of a 
morphol ogical reinterpretation, where the very infrequent and almost 
isolated form menninir formally has joined the very frequent category of 
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the istems (and the ustems). Another morphologically reinterpreted form 
also existed, mennurnir, which joined the onesyllable stems of the type 
fótr (fótur). As the latter form has not survived into modern Icelandic, and 
is preserved only in three examples in one single manuscript, it is very 
difficult to say how widely it was used. As noted above, however, the 
excerpts in ONP of the word form in question for the whole 15th century 
are few. It is difficult to follow this change in the written sources of this 
period. If the variant mennurnir was actually used more widely than by 
just one individual, it is possible that it was used regionally on the north 
of Iceland (the probable place of provenance for AM 557 4to; Mårtensson 
2011). Regarding the time of the change menninir > mennirnir, it appears 
that it occurred during the 15th century. The form mennurnir existed 
during the same century, at least in the beginning of this century, as AM 
557 4to was produced at this time. 

As shown above, a similar type of reinterpretation probably took place 
in Old Swedish, but the result was not the same. Here, the reinterpretation 
resulted in a form that coincided with the definite form of neuter words 
in the nom. and the acc. (barnin/barnen; mænnin/mænnen). This change, 
however, seems to have taken place at a later stage than the change in Ice
landic. Also in the Swedish manuscripts from the late Middle Ages, even 
in those from the early 16th century, the older form mænnene (sometimes 
mænnena) is the one commonly used.
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Abstract
This article discusses a word form that has been unnoticed by previous research, 
namely mennurnir, nom. pl. of maður with definite article. In the dictionary 
excerpts of ONP (Dictionary of Old Norse Prose), there are three examples of 
this word form, all of which are in the 15th century manuscript AM 557 4to, 
sometimes called Skálholtsbók. An analysis is made of the scribe’s representation 
of ur and r respectively (these two having run together in his speech). It is 
clear that he cannot have had any other word form in mind when writing these 
examples, and furthermore, they were not the result of scribal errors.

There are only few examples of maður in nom. pl. with the definite article 
among the dictionary slips, and it is difficult to get a good picture of the devel-
op ment of the word form at the time in question. The author argues that the 
form mennurnir actually was in use, as it is unlikely with a language feature 
represented by one person only. The form probably originated as a result of a 
morphological reinterpretation of the form menninir, with the consonantal stems 
like vetr and fingr as a pattern.
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